Spatiotemporal sequence of Himalayan debris flow from analysis of high-frequency seismic noise
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[1] During the 2003 summer monsoon, the Hi-CLIMB seismological stations deployed across the Himalayan Range detected bursts of high-frequency seismic noise that lasted several hours to days. On the basis of the cross correlation of seismic envelopes recorded at 11 stations, we show that the largest transient event on 15 August was located nearby a village partially destroyed on that day by a devastating debris flow. This consistency in both space and time suggests that high-frequency seismic noise analysis can be used to monitor debris flow generation as well as the evacuation of the sediment. A systematic study of one year of seismic noise, focusing on the detection of similar events, provides information on the spatial and temporal occurrence of mass movements at the front of the Himalayas. With a 50% probability of occurrence of a daily event, a total of 46 debris flows are seismically detected. Most of them were generated in regions of steep slopes, large gullies, and loose soils during the 2003 summer monsoon storms. These events are compared to local meteorological data to determine rainfall thresholds for slope failures, including the cumulative rainfall needed to bring the soil moisture content to failure capacity. The inferred thresholds are consistent with previous estimates deduced from soil studies as well as sediment supply investigations in the area. These results point out the potential of using seismic noise as a dedicated tool for monitoring the spatiotemporal occurrence of landslides and debris flows on a regional scale.


1. Introduction

[2] Inventory maps of regional landslides and debris flows are a primary source of knowledge of these catastrophic phenomena. They enable us to investigate correlations between lithogeomorphological parameters and mass movements. However, these maps lack the time resolution needed to properly estimate event rates and denudation rates. This is principally due to an inadequate imagery database [Brardinoni et al., 2003], possible repeated failures of a given landslide scar or, even less known, the healing of mass movements [e.g., Reid, 1998]. Although theory and experiments help to describe the mechanisms and the hydrologic conditions of debris flows induced by landslides [e.g., Iverson and Reid, 1997], they need to be compared with actual observations. Most geotechnical investigations are therefore complementary, usually constraining the time sequence of slope failure [e.g., Angeli et al., 2000; Malet et al., 2002]. These studies generally capture the principal physical processes at work, and help to constrain the local mass movement hazard. As they are primarily carried out in regions most strongly affected by landslides, geotechnical studies make a highly selected data set for landslide hazard assessment. There is therefore a need to develop in these high risk areas a systematic tool for monitoring the spatiotemporal structure of landsliding and debris flow at regional scale. In this regard, various landslide monitoring systems reviewed by Itakura et al. [2005] and Arattano and Marchi [2008] have been developed, including wire sensors, photovoltaic, ultrasonic, infrasonic [Zhang et al., 2004], and ground vibration sensors such as geophones, accelerometers, and velocimeters [e.g., Marchi et al., 2002]. The purpose of this article is to further explore the potential of this last technique, using a nondedicated temporary seismic network to monitor the spatiotemporal structure of slope failure at a regional scale.

[3] The Himalayas are one of the most landslide prone regions of the world [e.g., Shroder, 1998], with hundreds of landslides triggered per summer monsoon season. It is a place of great potential for the monitoring of mass movements. In Nepal, slope failures strongly impact the economy, regularly affect roads and bridges, and cause more than 200 deaths each year [Upreti and Dhital, 1996]. Slope failures are also a dominant process of hill-
slope denudation and a major source of sediment for rivers [e.g., Burbank et al., 1996; Attal and Lavé, 2006]. Except for a few systematic landslide inventories [e.g., Thouret, 1983; Marston et al., 1998] and geotechnical investigations of highly devastating events, most studies are confined to regions along major roads [e.g., Dhital et al., 1991; Hasegawa et al., 2008] or impacted populated areas [e.g., Paul et al., 2000; Dhital, 2003; Adhikari and Koshimizu, 2005].

Continuous monitoring by seismic networks in the afflicted areas presents an opportunity to record landslide-related signals. In 2003, several stations of the Hi-CLIMB network were deployed along the eastern bank of the Trisuli River (Figure 1). Ambient seismic noise analyses from Hi-CLIMB stations have already shown periodic features of high-frequency seismic noise [Burtin et al., 2008]. Here, we focus on large bursts of seismic energy recorded at several stations along the profile. First, to validate our approach we use spectral analysis and a location method using cross correlation of seismic envelopes to demonstrate that the largest seismic event recorded on 15 August 2003 is associated with a large mass movement, the Ramche Debris Flow (named hereafter RDF). This debris flow claimed the lives of 45 people. We then extend the analysis over the 2003 monsoon period to detect the largest mass movements in the region. We investigate their distribution in time and space, and further constrain the rainfall threshold for landsliding in this area.

2. Data, Processing, and Regional Setting

We analyze signals recorded by 11 seismological stations deployed during the Hi-CLIMB experiment (Table S1 of the auxiliary material), a passive seismic project dedicated to imaging lithospheric structures in Nepal and southern Tibet [Hétényi, 2007; Nábělek et al., 2009]. The stations cross the Nepalese Himalayas from the foothills to the High Range at 3-km spacing. Stations H0330 to H0420, used for the study, are located in the Lesser Himalayas series, and consist of lower-grade metasediments [Shrestha et al., 1985]. Farther north, stations H0440 and H0460 are on crystalline rock units of the higher Himalayas, which are mainly composed of gneisses and quartzites [Upreti, 1999]. Apart from technical issues, these stations operated continuously during the 2003 monsoon season. A multitaper method [Thomson, 1982; Percival and Walden, 1993] was used for spectral analysis of the continuous seismic recordings. Choosing a 5-min-long moving window with 50% overlap of the seismic records gives a good spectral resolution in the frequency range of interest (Figure 2).

During the 2003 monsoon season, the H0410 spectrogram shows an increase of high-frequency seismic noise (>1 Hz) which is accompanied by the occurrences of sudden bursts of seismic energy over the 2–22 Hz frequency band (Figure 2a). The bursts are characterized by an increase of seismic energy that lasts less than a couple of hours followed by a gentle decrease. The dissipation of the energy can sometimes last up to several days before it reaches the ambient level prior to the burst event. These transient events of high-frequency seismic energy are well recorded on stations H0370 to H0410 but a single event is not always observed at every station. In a previous study [Burtin et al., 2008], we have shown that, along the Trisuli River, human-induced seismic noise is low. North of H0410, we have...
inferred a 24-h periodicity in the seismic noise which was primarily correlated with the river bed load transport, given the presence of a hysteresis curve between seismic noise level and water level. This conclusion has been recently supported by a study depicting a similar hysteresis curve between suspended sediment load and the water discharge in western Nepal [Gabet et al., 2008].

To highlight the nonperiodic transient events at H0410, we calculate the mean seismic energy in the 2–22 Hz frequency band. We then compare the average noise level with the rainfall observed along the Trisuli River at three meteorological stations from the Department of Hydrology and Meteorology (DHM) (Figure 2b and Appendix A). At the beginning of the rainy season (Julian day 164 to 181), the rise of seismic energy correlates with daily precipitation values in time. During the month of July (Julian day 182 to 212), this pattern is reproduced and the first transient events are detected and coincide with daily rainfall greater than 40 mm. Afterward, some discrepancies between both data sets begin to appear. Although episodes of heavy rainfall, >50 mm/day, are generally associated with sharp transient increases of high-frequency seismic noise, some transients also are observed for precipitation of 15 mm/day. Finally, during the waning of the summer monsoon a lower envelope of high-frequency seismic energy appears systematically larger than daily rainfall. This observation is consistent with ambient seismic noise generated by the Trisuli River due to the melting of snow and ice over the summer [Burtin et al., 2008], punctuated by pulses of seismic energy linked to intense rainfall.

At H0410, there were 46 bursts of high-frequency seismic noise with highly variable amplitudes and durations during the summer of 2003. Among these high-frequency seismic episodes, the strongest transient event observed at H0410 started on 15 August (Julian day 227). The event showed a peak amplitude equal to an increase of 15 dB that lasted more than three days at this seismological station. According to the Kathmandu Post [2003] and local inhabitants, a massive debris flow occurred on that day near the village of Ramche, close to H0390 (Figures 1 and 3). This suggests a correlation between the 15 August seismic event and the RDF.

3. Ramche Debris Flow Analyses

Despite all the information concerning the RDF that has been collected from the inhabitants of Ramche and
3.1. Transient Events Location: Example of the RDF

[10] To locate an event, we extract for each of 3 components of a station a 2- to 4-min-long recording (depending on the complexity of the event) and roughly centered on the peak of amplitude. These time series are then band-pass filtered between 0.6 and 0.9 Hz, and an energy envelope is produced. At each station, the energy envelopes of the 3 components are summed and normalized. An example of the energy envelopes for event P3 of RDF is shown in Figure 5a. The chosen frequency band is used to efficiently isolate a seismic wave phase that can be coherently observed at numerous stations. A station not showing a clearly characteristic envelope and event is discarded. For example, stations H0340 and H0390 are discarded for the location of events P1 and P2, respectively. For each station couple we use a cross-correlation technique to calculate the best time delay between two energy envelopes. These delays are then processed to calculate the likely location of the event according to a probability density method.

[11] Since we know the occurrence of the RDF from field observations, we assume a location to produce a priori probability density that we define as

\[ \rho_m(x, y) = e^{-\frac{(x-x_0)^2+(y-y_0)^2}{2\sigma_{prior}^2}}. \]  

(1)

In this equation, \( x_0 \) and \( y_0 \) are the observed location coordinates of the RDF, \( x \) and \( y \) are the coordinates of a grid point and \( \sigma_{prior} \) is the error on the assumption, fixed at 10 km. For each station delay couple, we calculate the probability density that is described by this observation, using the following formulation:

\[ \rho_d(x, y, V) = \sum_{i_1=1}^{N-1} \sum_{i_2=i_1+1}^{N} e^{-\frac{(x-x_i)^2+(y-y_i)^2}{2\sigma_{d0}(V)^2}}, \]  

(2)

where \( i_1 \) and \( i_2 \) are the index number of stations, \( N \) is the number of available station time delay couples, and \( V \) is the velocity of envelope propagation in a tabular medium of constant velocity. Since this velocity is unknown, we seek the best solution for velocities ranging from 0.1 km/s to 4 km/s. In equation (2), \( d_{calc} \) signifies the observed station delay while the calculated delay \( d_{calc} \) is given as

\[ d_{calc}(x, y, V) = \sqrt{\frac{(x-x_i)^2+(y-y_i)^2 - (x-x_{i_2})^2+(y-y_{i_2})^2}{V}}. \]

To apply a constant spatial uncertainty despite different envelope velocities, we define in equation (2) the time error \( \sigma_d(V) \), a function of the velocity such that \( \sigma_d(V) = d_0 \), where \( d_0 \) is fixed at 1 km.

[12] The final probability density is given by the relation

\[ \rho_{final}(x, y, V) = \rho_m(x, y) \times \rho_d(x, y, V). \]  

(3)

The best coherent localization and seismic wave propagation velocity are thus indicated by the maximum of the stacked envelope amplitudes. The results for the three events of RDF are shown in Figure 5.
Figure 4. 2-h-long vertical seismograms recorded on 15 August 2003 at stations H0390, H0400, H0380, and H0410 from top to bottom and with an increased distance to the Ramche Debris Flow, respectively. The time is set in local time and the distance to the RDF is indicated beneath the station name. The data are band-pass filtered between 0.5 and 10 Hz. The amplitude is in m/s and is one order larger at H0390 than for the other three stations.
The time delay migration of the three events shows regions of increased coherence that merge as the velocity is increased (Movie S1 of the auxiliary material). Upon reaching the maximum amplitude we obtain the most likely location and the best envelope velocity estimate. As this velocity continues to increase, the area of strong coherence changes only slightly while the amplitude decreases, giving to these solutions lower probability. The best solutions for the three events (P1, P2, and P3) are all located near station H0390 (Figure 5) and near the RDF. The best estimated seismic group velocities are about 1.8 km/s. Although it is not obvious which event is associated with the RDF, P3 has a solution that is closest to the location of the RDF. These locations are strongly influenced by the linear geometry of the Hi-CLIMB array. Since the seismic network is distributed essentially along a north-south line, the resolution along the array is well defined whereas the resolution perpendicular to the array is not.

To test the robustness of our results from the RDF location and to justify using a priori information, we have conducted several sensitivity tests. In Figure 6, we show the results of the location of event P3 without any a priori information. The best solution found for an envelope velocity of 1 km/s is located on the western border of the explored area (Figure 6a). This solution reflects the strong influence of the geometry of the Hi-CLIMB array. During the migration of the observed time delays, the solution that corresponds to a single delay between two stations follows a hyperbola, which remains widely open at low velocities. Since the seismic array is a line, the different hyperbolas merge in the lateral regions and produce some coherence. Such an effect is removed when the migration velocity increases. The coherence map for an envelope velocity of 1.9 km/s is equivalent to the one found using a priori information. The representation of the maximum of the coherence map for each velocity, with or without a priori information, results in a similar conclusion. At high velocity the maximum of coherence follows in both cases the same trend, whereas at low velocity discrepancies are observed (Figure 6c). The use of an a priori probability density is helpful to suppress the geometrical effect induced by Hi-CLIMB network and with $\sigma_{\text{prior}}$ increasing until 25 km, we infer similar results. Finally, if the seismic array had been deployed with lateral extensions along the Himalayan arc, the use of a priori information probably would have been unnecessary.

Despite the remaining uncertainty on the source location, we confirm that the sources of the three main
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\[ V = 1.9 \text{ km/s} \]
peaks of energy are within the gullies that were affected by the RDF (Figure 3). Our result also illustrates the potential of using seismic signals for estimating the location of rapid mass movements.

3.2. Further Analyses of the High-Frequency Seismic Noise Generated by the RDF

[16] The seismic noise level associated with the RDF was well above its mean monsoon level over the entire high-frequency band during the energy burst generated between 1800 and 2000 LT (Figure 7). This burst was related to the three main events presented above (referred as P1, P2 and P3). Following these events and up to one day later, the ambient seismic noise at high frequencies remained larger than prior to the debris flow. H0390 exhibited a noise level 10 dB and 5 dB greater than the initial level 5 and 20 h later, respectively. Furthermore, the higher frequencies involved in the energy burst took longer time to return to their former level than the lower frequencies (Figure 7b). The seismic noise spectrum, almost flat in the 2–22 Hz band during the RDF, depicted more high frequencies in the following hours.

[17] The same analysis conducted on H0410 also reveals a large increase of the high-frequency seismic noise level with a significantly different time history compared to H0390 (Figure 8). Although, P1, P2 and P3 are clearly identified at H0410 (Figure 4), the main peak of energy at this station occurs 2 h later. The spectral characteristics of this event are similar to those of the one at H0390 and therefore may indicate a similar source mechanism, suggesting another debris flow may have been triggered near H0410 on the same night. In addition, two other bursts of high-frequency seismic noise are identified two days after the RDF (Figure 8b). Such events of long duration high-frequency seismic noise are occasionally detected from stations H0370 and H0400. Nearby gullies with landslide scars are clearly visible on ASTER satellite imagery acquired in the region after the 2003 monsoon (Figure 9). Were these gullies all activated during the 2003 monsoon season? Did they produce rapid landslides and debris flows? To answer, we systematically applied the methodology described in the RDF study to all other energy bursts of similar characteristics recorded by the array in this region.

4. Debris Flow Data Set

[18] Our analysis identifies 46 distinct large events along the seismic network, from stations H0370 to H0410, and between June and September 2003.

4.1. Spatial Pattern

[19] All sources of the detected transient events appear to coincide with zones densely affected by landslide scars and debris flow gullies visible in Figure 9, between H0370 and H0410. This area corresponds to a region of steep slopes at the front of the Himalayan High Range, within the Lesser Himalayan series. Further north, within the High Himalayan Crystalline series, the slope distribution remains similar (Figure 1b). However, no transient event equivalent to these bursts of high-frequency seismic noise occurred during 2003. These results confirm the observations made in the same region by Thouret [1983] and Marston et al. [1998] showing that the number of slope failures is greater below the Main Central Thrust in the Lesser Himalayas than above. This behavior might be controlled by lithology, regolith characteristics (controlled, in general, by altitude and vegetation) and/or rain shadow.

[20] Although stations between H0330 and H0350 clearly recorded the RDF events in the 0.6–0.9 Hz frequency band and in spite of their low ambient seismic noise level (−148 dB in the 2–22 Hz band and only moderate anthropogenic perturbations) these stations did not detect any local transient events south of H0370. Between H0420 and H0460, the mean seismic noise level of −143 dB is larger than at H0410 with a level of −153 dB but this should not prevent us from detecting RDF-type events since the peak of energy from RDF at 8 km is equal to −140 dB. Thus, with a mean interstation distance of 5 km, we should be able to detect such events at one or more seismic stations.

4.2. Time Structure of the Mass Movement and Rainfall Thresholds

[21] Thouret [1983] worked during two monsoon seasons along the Ankh Khola, in a valley parallel to and encompassing the same lithogeomorphological features as the Trisuli River instrumented here (Figure 1). He noticed that most mass movements coincide with the recrudescence spells of monsoon rainfall. He further observed that, despite their large volumes, sometimes as large as monsoon storms, the premonsoon rainfall events were not triggering mass movements. He attributed this fact to a threshold of plasticity and then liquidity of the soils, illustrating this hypothesis with several measurements for the degree of moisture of the soils through the rainy season. The soils he collected at several places encompass large moisture variations during the monsoon period, and require variable times to reach the failure threshold. These observations are well complemented by a sediment load study in a small river catchment located at the front of the western Nepal High Himalayas [Gabet et al., 2004]. Their observations demonstrate that two different rainfall thresholds, a seasonal accumulation and a daily total, must be overcome before landslides can be initiated.

[22] Despite a limited number of transient events in our catalogue, 46 over one year, some characteristics of their time structure and soil conditions might be drawn and

Figure 6. (a) Best solution for the migration of the time delays from the event P3 with no a priori information. The best envelope velocity is found at 1 km/s, and the location of the event is on the western limit of the researched area. (b) Solution found for a migration velocity of 1.9 km/s and no a priori information. The coherence map is similar to the one found with the introduction of a priori information (Figure 5b). (c) Amplitude of the maximum of coherence for each migration velocity with no a priori information (gray curve) and with a priori information (black curve). The amplitude of the latter curve has been normalized to the value obtained for a velocity of 1.9 km/s in the case of no a priori information. The similarity between the curves is significant when the velocity increases and clearly reveals a geometrical effect of the array at low velocities.
Figure 7. (a) Vertical seismogram recorded at H0390. The seismic signal is band-pass filtered between 0.1 and 20 Hz. The recording starts at 1400 LT on the 15 August 2003. (b) Spectrogram calculated from the vertical seismic recording at H0390 using a multitaper method with 50% overlap between time segments of 5 min. Amplitudes are given in decibels (dB); red and blue colors stand for high and low amplitudes, respectively. (c) The 1-h smoothed mean high-frequency seismic energy at H0390 for the vertical component (Figure 7b) in the 2–22 Hz frequency band. Amplitudes are given in dB.
compared to those previous studies. First, most of the events occurred in the late evening or during the night, with 80% of the events detected between 1800 and 0400 LT and only two events between 0400 and 1200 LT (Table 1). This pattern is consistent with the mean diurnal cycle of rainfall observed for low and intermediate altitude stations at the front of the High Range [Barros et al., 2000; Ueno et al., 2001; Bollasina et al., 2002] (Figure S2 of the auxiliary material). Second, all the events detected in 2003 happened during the summer monsoon season, between 23 June 2003 and 29 September 2003. Finally, the daily rainfall catalogue provided by the Department of Hydrology and Meteorology (DHM), Nepal at several meteorological stations along the seismic network allows us to estimate rainfall thresholds for debris flow triggering. Applying the same methodology as in the work of Gabet et al. [2004], Figure 10 shows the conditions under which events were detected at station H0410. We choose this station because it offers the best continuous data acquisition during the monsoon. It appears that the first transient event of seismic noise is observed after a rainfall accumulation of 450 mm while no event is detected during the monsoon onset. Afterward, a daily precipitation of about 10 mm seems to be required for triggering an event. The probability of occurrence of one event per day is as large as 50% and does not vary throughout the monsoon season (Figure 11). Our accumulated rainfall threshold is significantly different from the one observed in the Annapurna region (860 mm). However, this difference might be induced by several factors. First, in both studies, the origin time of the monsoon rainfall is arbitrary. Second, according to Gabet et al. [2004], this threshold is governed by regolith thickness and porosity, which might differ significantly between the two settings. A second threshold of about 10 mm, the amount of daily rainfall necessary to observe a debris flow after the accumulation threshold has been reached, is similar to the 11 mm estimated by Gabet et al. [2004]. This second threshold is poorly resolved by our observations since the meteorological data are sparse and show large spatial discrepancies. A minimum of accumulated rainfall is necessary to reach soil failure, whereas steep slopes and numerous rainstorms lead to hydrologic conditions that are probably beyond the daily threshold during monsoons (Figure 11). Therefore, antecedent rainfall seems to have a dominant role in triggering slope failures in the Himalayas of Nepal [Dahal and Hasegawa, 2008].

4.3. Threshold for Transient Event Detection

[23] The occurrence of transient events is correlated with the daily fluctuation of the seismic noise generated by the
Trisuli River [Burtin et al., 2008]. Part of this seismic energy is produced by ground vibrations from bed load transport during increased river discharge. This increase in ambient seismic noise may thus prevent detection of small landslide events at night since the river reaches its maximum daily discharge and transport capacity over the monsoon season between 2000 and 0200 LT, inducing a maximum daily seismic noise level during this time window [Burtin et al., 2008]. To investigate a possible link between the rainfall and the detection of bursts of high-frequency seismic noise, we determined the cumulative number of transient events as a function of their peak amplitude (Figure 12a). We fit the data to a relation for the magnitude-frequency distribution of transient events at H0410, where the number of events above a given magnitude is approximately linear. Nevertheless, this linear trend fails to explain the observed number of smaller events. From this analysis, we estimate a seismic noise threshold for the unbiased detection of a transient event to be at $-143 \text{ dB}$. Then we recalculate the daily fluctuation for the occurrence of events using this threshold (Figure 12b). The correlation between precipitation and transient event occurrences is reproduced, implying a robust link between the two phenomena.

5. Generation of High-Frequency Seismic Noise and Debris Flow Implications

[24] During the RDF, a broad range of high frequencies (from 2 to 22 Hz) was excited at H0390 (Figure 7). Unfortunately, this frequency band corresponds to the band sometimes excited by bed load transport in the Trisuli River [Burtin et al., 2008]. The seismic energy radiated during the RDF could either be produced by gullies activated by the RDF or mass wasting in the river. Uncertainties on the seismic location of the RDF do not enable us to discriminate between these scenarios. However, relative to nearby stations, the very high seismic noise level of $-110 \text{ dB}$ for the peak amplitude related to the event at H0390 (Figures 4 and 8) suggests that the origin of the seismic noise is in the near field of the station (few hundreds of meters). In addition, H0380 downstream the Trisuli River and at a shorter distance from the stream (Figure 1) records
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**Figure 9.** (a) Photograph of the gullies affected by the RDF which are close to station H0390. (b) ASTER color composition (RGB band L3B/2/1) of a scene acquired on 30 March 2001 corresponding to the highest landslide density area. The yellow zones mark the presence of important gully structures and landslide scars. At the front of the High Range, the Hi-CLIMB stations (orange dots) are located in the vicinity of these critical hillslopes. The green rectangle shows the region affected by the RDF.
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a seismic signal of 1 order lower magnitude than H0390 (Figure 4). These observations favor a local source of seismic noise, such as moving rock debris within the gullies. The materials supplied by the RDF are composed of rocks showing a wide range of sizes up to a decameter (Figures 3 and 9). The movement of such rocks has been reported to individually generate high-frequency seismic noise [Huang et al., 2007]. This experimental study demonstrated that seismic frequencies excited by ground vibrations from rock motions are related to the object size, large boulders generating lower frequencies than small boulders. This observation could explain the time structure of the H0390 spectrogram on 15–16 August (Figure 7b). A low-frequency band of 2–5 Hz is excited during a period of only a few hours after the RDF, whereas a higher-frequency band, e.g., 18–21 Hz, still remains 30 h later at a higher noise level than prior to the event. Furthermore, and as discussed in section 3.2, the decay of seismic energy is more rapid at low frequency. This evidence is consistent with bed load transport in the gullies. Indeed minutes after the RDF, the supply of debris to the gully and the supply of water from rain and groundwater are apparently sufficient to exceed a critical shear stress competent to transport coarse sizes of sediments [e.g., du Boys, 1879; Shields, 1936]. With the end of precipitation the streamflow declines resulting in the cessation of movement of the largest sediment sizes. Thus we observe a more rapid decrease of the energy at low frequencies in response to a possible size-selective transport. [25] Furthermore, the daily variability of the seismic transient events correlates with the daily evolution of monsoon rainfall along the Himalayan Arc, where 80% of events occurred during the peak of precipitation from 1800 to 0400 LT. The coherence between data sets reinforces the role of water supply for the generation of ground vibrations induced by bed load motion. Contrary to the Trisuli River, which has a water supply coming from both the melting of snow or glaciers and rainfall, the gullies are fed only by strong monsoon rainfall. The steep slopes and large amounts of water result in a highly turbulent stream that can mobilize a broad fraction of bed load. From these coherences, we conclude that superposed with the river seismic noise the high-frequency transient events lasting several hours to days and recorded by the Hi-CLIMB stations at the front of the High Range are an indicator of sediment transport in gullies. These bursts of high-frequency energy are consistent with the pulsatory nature of sediment load in a river from hillslope inputs [e.g., Hovius et al., 2000]. Along the Trisuli River such sediment supplies may contribute to the evolution of fluvial networks by introducing efficient tools for bedrock incision. In the region where we observed the transient events, high incision rates (>5 mm/yr) have been inferred by Lavé and Avouac [2001]. Although ephemeral, the sediment transport within

Figure 10. Rainfall thresholds for the occurrence of transient events. The shaded area delineates the rainfall values that may trigger a transient event, inspired from Gabet et al. [2004]. The dashed line delineates our preferred envelope of occurrences, whereas the double arrows qualitatively illustrate the range of uncertainties given on the envelope position according to the resolution of the meteorological data and the number of samples. Each dot marks the maximum daily rainfall as a function of the accumulated monsoon rain from the data represented in Figure 2b (see text for precisions). Small black dots stand for the days with no observed transient event and the large dots represent the days where at least one transient event is detected and their color mark the peak amplitude of the event in dB. Since the precipitation rate is daily acquired in the morning (around 0900 LT), we associate to this value the transient events that happened the last 24 h.
gullies may be responsible for intensive stream incision and toe erosion of banks. These processes, which alter the stability of slopes, may trigger debris avalanches that are channelized into gullies to form debris flows. Such successive events are generally called complex slides [Varnes, 1978] and have been reported along the Himalayan Arc [Thouret, 1983; Paul et al., 2000]. Another risk associated with bed load transport in gullies is the formation of natural dams that may evolve into debris flows after their rupture. Hypothetically, such sequences of events may have resulted in the initiation of the Ramche Debris Flow and may have caused the three main peaks of energy we coherently observed on many seismic recordings (referred as P1, P2, and P3; Figure 4).

6. Conclusions

[26] The spectral analysis of the continuous seismic signals from the Hi-CLIMB stations located at the front of the Himalayan arc shows the occurrences of transient events of high-frequency seismic noise during the 2003 monsoon season. Some of these events were recorded by as many as 14 seismic stations over distances of 35 km. Their pulsatory nature lasts several hours to a few days before a total dissipation of seismic energy and a return back to a regular level of seismic noise. The transients of seismic energy over the 2–22 Hz frequency band are commonly observed in the evening and at night, a temporal feature notably associated with Himalayan rainfall during the monsoon season. The frequency characteristics observed at seismic stations in the vicinity of large landslide scars and gullies lead us to associate these transient seismic events with debris flows and intense bed load transport in the gullies. The amount of precipitation at the front of the High Range brings enough runoff to create hydrodynamics conditions sufficient to transport a wide range size of materials. This sediment is then transmitted to major river systems and could explain the pulses of suspended sediment load inferred in Nepal to be associated with mass movement activity.

[27] The complexity of the RDF slope failure is clearly seen with a detailed analysis of the seismic signals, which shows the occurrence of three major debris flows within 1 h. Their relocation using a seismic-based method reveals consistent results since they are all localized along the gullies close to H0390. However, it is difficult to conclude if the three peaks are all connected to the RDF or if some are due to other debris flow occurring along these gullies. In spite of a suboptimal array geometry for detecting the location of mass movements, our analysis shows the potential to monitor the occurrences of mass movements in space and time. Geotechnical studies coupled with detailed spectral analyses of the high-frequency seismic noise may
help to interpret the dynamics of the often complex slide events recorded in regions of steep slopes. The use of dedicated seismic networks may be an important tool for developing detection systems and to alert rescue missions. Furthermore, the continuous recording of transient events that may indicate a debris flow is an interesting application for risk assessments. Constraining these parameters and phenomena will help to improve our knowledge of the temporal occurrence and time structure of debris flows.

Finally, the present study reveals the significant role played by gully structures as major sources of bed load transport when transients of high-frequency seismic noise are observed. Like major landslides, these events are important agents of hillslope denudation and should be considered as many sediment inputs in river systems. Future work coupling actual sediment flux measurements and seismic monitoring of debris flows could allow the emergence of a relation between the magnitude of seismic signals and eroded volumes from debris flows. This approach would lead to seismically measure denudation rates and their short-term variabilities.

Appendix A: Meteorological Data

Here we use the rainfall measurements from three meteorological stations. These stations, operated by the Department of Hydrology and Meteorology of Nepal, are all located along the Trisuli valley, in the frontal part the Himalayas (Figure 1). The recorded daily rainfall exhibits large variability. The data set shows days with no reported rainfall at a station when both others record precipitation values over 50 mm (Figure S3 of the auxiliary material). Such variability cannot only be explained by a gradient of precipitation due to the high topography. Generally, ridges have rainfall 10 to 20% greater than the nearby valleys [Craddock et al., 2007]. The high variations may suggest difficulties in data collection, especially during strong rainfall. Following such an argument, days with regular precipitation are expected to have a small variability whereas days with large rainfall are likely to be underestimated. To overcome this bias, we have retained only the maximum value of the daily precipitation reported by the three stations.
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